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INTRODUCTION

The Eeyhoard and Display System Program processes digilal

information exchanged between lhe Apollo Guidance Computer (AGC)

and lhe (:Onll)tlter operator. Tile initiation for- these exchanges is

caused primarily by operator action, but informalion cx(:hange can

be initialed by inlernal computer programs.

The modes of operation are as follows:

i. l)isplay of Internal Data. Both a one-shol display

and a periodically updating display (called monitor)

are provided.

2. lx)ading External Data. As each numerical charac-

ter is punched in, it is displayed in lhe appropriate

Display Panel location.

The data involved in both loading and display can be presented

in either octal of decimal form, as the operator indicates.

If decimal is chosen, the appropriate scale factors are supplied

t)y the program.

3. Program Calling and ControL. The Keyboard Sysiem

is used to initiate a class of routines wt_ich are concerned

witt3 neither loading nor display. Typical of this class

are test routines and system routines. Curtain of these

require instructions from the operator to determine

whether to stop or continue at a given point.

4. Changing Major Mode. The initiation of large scale

mission phases can be commanded by the operator.

The inputs to the Keyboard and Display Program are from the
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direct-wire keyboard and tl_e remote keyboard wt_ich transmits via

Uplink. Both of these inputs are accomplished character-by-character.

In addition, there are internal machine program requests of the Ney-

board and Display Program.
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CttAPTER I

INPUT/OUTPUT INTERFACES OF THE KEYBOARD AND

DISPLAY SYSTEM PROGRAM

The external inputs to the Keyboard and Display System

Program are the direct wire Keyboard and the Uplink. The out-

put is the Electrolumine_cent Display Panel.

1. 1 Direct wire Keyboard.

The Keyboard contains the following characters:

NOUN, +, -, the numerical charcters from 0 through 9,

ENTER, ERROR LIGHT RESET, and KEY RELEASE.

the characters is represented by a 5 bit binary code (see Appen-

dix I). The Keyboard code is transmitted to the computer over"

a 5 wire link and is placed into bits 1-5 of the input register"

IN0.

VERB,

CI.EAR,

Each of

Each depression of a Keyboard button activates INTERRUPT

#4 (KEYRUPT), as well as places the key code into IN0. This

KEYRUPT program picks up the key code and enters a request to

the Executive Routine for the program which decodes and digests

the key code (CHARIN). Then a RESUME is executed, termin-

ating the KEYRUPT.

1.2 UPLINK Inputs.

The Uplink is the digital telemetry system which sends

information from the ground to the airborne computer. Each

time a word is received by the Uplink, INTERRUPT #5 (UPRUPT)

is activated. UPRUPT picks up the transmitted code (these codes

are the same as key codes) and enters a request to the Executive

Routine for the program which decodes and digests the key code

(CHARIN). Then a RESUME is executed, terminating the UPRUPT.
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Note that CtIARIN makes no distinclion between inputs from the

Keyboard and inputs from the Uplink.

There is a toggle switch which is used eilher to accept

Uplink inputs, or to block the Uplink. In the blocked position,

the operator has chosen not to accept any keyboard type of input

from the ground.

1. 3 The MARK Button.

When the MAt_K button is depressed, a

bit 15 of IN0 and KEYI_UPT is activated. The

KEYRUPT picks up and stores seven quantilies:

angles, two Optics angles, and double precision _ime.

KEYRUPT is then terminated with a RESUME.

"1" is placed in

MARK part of

three IMU

The

1.4 The Display Panel.

I. 4. 1 Description.

The Display Panel consists of 24 electroluminescent sec-

tions arranged as in Fig. I-I. Each section is capable of dis-

playing any decimal character or remainin_ blank, except the 3

sign sections (1:{IS, R2S, R3S). These display a plus sign, a

minus sign, or a [)]ank. The numerical sections are grouped to

form 3 data display registers, each of 5 numerical characters;

and 3 control display registers, each of 2 numerical characters

The data display registers are referred to as RI, R2, R3. The

control display registers are known as Verb, Noun, and Major

Mode.

The Major Mode display register is used to indicate which

phase of the mission or large system program is operating. The

Verb and Noun display registers are used to indicate the activity

of a smaller class of programs, such as displays, loads, etc.

These may be initiated by keyboard actlon, or from within the

computer by program action.
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1.4.2 Activation.

Each Display Panel character is controlled by a gJ'oup of

5 latching relays. Once these relays are activated, the appro

priate character remains visible on the Display Panel until the

state of these relays is changed. The 5-bit relay codes for

each numerical character are listed in Appendix I.

All the information necessary to operate the Display Panel

is transmitted from the computer through the output register

OUT0. Two Display Panel characters are activated by OUT0 at

a time. Bits 1-5 (bit J is the low order bit) of OUT0 operate

the right character of the selected pair; bits 6-10 operate the

left character of the pair. Bit 11 is used for special one-bit

functions, such as signs, flash, etc. Bits 12-15 (bit 15 is

the high order bit), which are known as the Relayword code, se-

lect the appropriate pair of Display Panel characters. See Ap-

pendix I for details.

1.4. 3 Timing.

The 15-bit word which activates a pair of character's in

the Display Panel is placed into OUT0 by DSPOUT, a program

operating in the Interrupt mode. DSPOUT is part of a larger

Interrupt program called T4RUPT (INTERRUPT #3). T4RUPT

is activated approximately once every 60 milleseconds. Every

second T4RUPT (or approximately 120 milleseconds) calls

DSPOUT. Thus a new group of Display Panel relays can be

selected approximately every 0. 12 seconds.

1.4.4 Display Panel Buffer.

DSPOUT obtains the 15-bit word to be placed in OUT0

from an ll-register buffer called DSPTAB. Each DSPTAB

register contains the information to activate a pair of numerical

characters (and perhaps a special single bit function, such as

13



sign) in the Display Panel. By retainin_ this information, the

DSPTAB reflects the present state of the ent:ire Display Panel.

Thus it is possible to compare new informati_m with that already

displayed and to place new data in OUT0 on]y when they differ.
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I MD1 MD2 ]

MAJOR MODE

[ VD] [ VD2 ]

VERB

I DI ]
NOUN

RIS R1D1 R1D2 R1D3 [ R1D4 R1D5]

R1

R2S [ R2D1 R2D2 R2D3 I R2D4 R2D5 ]

R2

R3S I R3DI
I

R3D2 R3D3 [ R3D4

R3

R3D5 I

Fig. I-I. Display Panel
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CttAPTER 2

KEYBOARD USE OF TIlE KEYBOARD AND DISPI_AY SYSTEM

The Keyboard and Display System Program can be inilia_e{t

either by external manipulation of the Keyboard or by internal

computer program action. The emphasis of this chapter will be

on Keyboard use.

2. 1 Keyboard Operating Format.

The basic language of communication between the operator'

and the Keyboard and Display System is a pair of words known as

Verb and Noun. Each of these is represented by a 2 character

octal number. The Verb code indicates what action is to be

taken (operation); the Noun code indicates to what this action

is applied (operand). Typical Verbs are those for displaying,

loading, etc. Nouns usually refer to a group of erasable regis-

ters within the computer memory. The \;erb codes are listed

in Appendix II; the Noun codes in Appendix III.

2, 1. 1 Standard Verb-Noun Activation Procedure.

The standard p/'ocedure for the execution of a keyboard

operation consists of a sequence of 7 key depressions.

I VERB ] V1V 2 I NOUNI N1N 2 I ENTER]

The VERB key depression blanks the Verb lights on the Display

Panel (VD1 and VD2), and clears the Verb code register" within

the computer. The next two numerical characters punched in

are interpreted as the Verb code (V 1, V 2 in octal). Each of

these character's is displayed in the Verb lights on the Display

17



Panel as it is punched in. The NOUN key _perates similarly for

the NOUN li_hts nnd Noun code register'.

The depression of the ENTER key causes the performance

of tile Verb-Noun combination appearing in the lights at the time

of depression. Thus it is not necessary to fc_llow any order in

punchinf% in the Verb or Noun code. They m_)' be clone in re

\:erse order, or' an old Verb or old Noun may [)e used without

repunching it.

No action is ever taken in performing tire Verb-Noun

combination until ENTER is pressed. If an e_'_'o_" is noticed

in either the Verb code or the Noun code before the ENTER is

pressed, correcttion is simple. Merely press the VERB or

NOUN key and rcpunch the originally intended code, without

necessarily changing the other. Only when the operator has

verified that the desired Verb and Noun codes are in the lights

should he press the ]_]NTER key and execute _ tt_c_ Verb-Noun

combination.

2. 1.2 Further Procedure for Data l,oading.

If the Verb-Noun combination bein_ exe{_uted requires

data to be loaded by the operator, the flash will be turned on

after the Enter which initiated the Verb-Noun execution. This

flash turns the Verb and Noun lights off and on about once per

second. Data is loaded in 5-character words and is displayed

character-by-character in one of the 5-position data display

registers R], R2, or R3 as it is keyed in. Numerical data

is assumed to be octal, unless the 5-characzter data word is

preceded by a plus or minus sign, in which case it is considered

decimal. Decimal data must be loaded in full 5-numerical-

character words (no zeros may be suppressed); octal data may

be loaded with high order zeros suppressed. If decimal is used

for any component of a multi-component I,'_ad Verb, it must be

used for all components of that Verb. No mixing of octal and

18



decimal data is permitted for' different components of the same

I_oad Verb.

The ENTER key must be pressed after each data word.

This te.lls the program that the numerical word being punc_hed

in is complete. The flash is turned off after the last ENTER

of a loadin_ sequence is pressed.

2. 1.3 Accel_tance of Keys.

The numerical keys, the CLEAR key, and the sign keys

are rejected if struck after completion (final ENTER) of a data

display or data load Verb. At such time, only the \;erb, Noun,

Enter, Error IAght Reset, or Key Release are accepted. Thus

the data keys are accepted only after the control keys have in-

structed the program to accept them.

Similarly the plus (_) and minus (-) keys are accepted

just before the first numerical character of RI, R2, or R3 is

punched in, and at no other" time. The 8 or ,0 key is ac(_epted

only while loading a data word into R l, R2, or R3 which was

preceded by a plus or minus sign.

If more than two numerical characters are punched in

while loading the Verb, Noun. or Major Mode code, or more

than five numerical characters, while loading a data word, the

excess characters are not accepted.

2. 1.4 Release of Keyboard and Display System.

The Keyboard and Display System Progr'am can be used

by internal computer programs as a subroutine (see Chaper 3).

ttowever, any operator keyboard action (except Error IAght

Reset) makes the Keyboard and Display System Program busy

to internal routines. The operator has control of the Keyboard

and Display System until he wishes to release it. Thus he is
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assured that data he wishes to observe will n()t be replaced |)y

internally initialed data displays. In gene_al, it is recommended

that the operator release the Keyboard and Display System for

internal use when he has temporarily finished with it. This is

done by pressing the Key Release button. (\J_,l't_ 35, Release

Display System, is included for early Display Panels which had

no Key t%eleas_ button.) For more details, see Chapter 3.

2.2 General Verb_ Noun Conventions.

2. 2. 1 Noun Conventions.

A Noun code can refer to a device, a group of computer

erasa])le registers, a group of counter registers, or may serve

merely as a label. A label Noun refers to no particular compu-

ter register, but conveys information by its Noun code number

only. The group of registers to which a Noun code refers may

be a group of 1, 2, or 3 members. These are generally re-

ferred to as 1-, 2-, or 3-component Nouns. The component is

understood as a component member of the register group to

which the Noun refers, and not necessarily in tile sense of com-

ponents of a vector" or multi-precision number, although this may

be the case; the meaning of component shouh] be clear for any

particular Noun. The machine addresses for the registers to

which a Noun refers are stored within the computer in Noun

Tables. This will be described in more detail in Chapter 4.

There are two classes of Nouns: Normal and Mixed. A

Normal Noun is one whose component members refer to compu-

ter registers which have consecutive addresses, and whose com-

ponent members all use the same so'ale factor when converted to

decimal. A Mixed Noun is one whose component members refer

to non-consecutive machine addresses, or whose component mem-

bers require different scale factors when converted to decimal,

or both.
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The Nouns which refer to coun|er registers are primarily

intended to t)e used with Disp]ay Verbs. They ar'e not normally

loaded, but the capability exists and may be usefu] in special

applications. Some Nouns refer to registers intended for com-

man(] numbers (i.e., a desired new angle conlmand). These

are intended primari]y to be used with I,oad Verbs, but may t)e

displayed if desired.

2.2.2 Verb Conventions.

As discussed in Section 2.2. 1, a single Noun code re

fers to a group of 1-, 2-, or 3-component members. Il is

the Verb code that determines which component member of the

Noun Froup is operated on. Thus, for instance, there are

5 different I,oad Verbs (see Appendix II). Verb 21 is required

for loading the first component of whatever Noun is used there-

with; Verb 22 loads the second component of the Noun; Verb 23,

the third component; Verb 24, the first and second components

of the Noun and Verb 25 loads all three components of the Noun.

A similar component format is used in the Disp]ay and Monitor

Verbs.

2.2.'_ Decimal Conversion.

When decimal is used in loading or displaying data, con-

version is done by interpreting the number as a fraction. >_or

other than fractional representations, scale factors are applied

after the fractional conversion to binary when loading and be-

fore the fractional conversion to decimal when displaying. The

scale factors for Nouns that are to handle decimal data are kept

in Noun Tables within the computer. These Noun Tables also

keep information on how many component members are associ-

ated with each Noun that handles decimal data. The details for

these Noun Tables are found in Appendix IV.
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When the Decimal Display Verb is employed, all the com-

ponent members of the Noun being used are scaled as appropriate,
converted to decimal, and displayed in the data display registers.

This Decimal Display Verb is the only exception to the component
se]ection feature of Verbs.

If decimal is used for loading data of any component of

a multi-component I.oad Verb, it must be use(t for all compo-
nents of that Verb. Thus no mixture of decimal and octal data

is permitted for" different components of the ,_ame Ix)ad Verb.

2. 3 l)ata l.oading.

Whenever :_ny data is to be loaded by the operator, the

Verb and Noun lights flash. This flashin£ occurs when the load-

ing of data is required by procedures initiate<t either by opera-

tot" keyboard action or by internal program action. Also, the

appropriate data (lisplay register (Ill, t{2, or I'lll) is blanked,

and the internal computer storage register is cleared in antici-

pation of data loading. Each numerical character is displayed

in the proper data <lia.play register position as it is punched in.

Each of the data display registers (R1, R2, 1_3) can handle 5

numerical characters (sign is optional). If an attempt is made

to key in more than 5 numerical characters in sequence, the

sixth and subsequent characters are simply rejected. They do

not write over the last valid character.

The plus (+) and minus (-) keys are accepted only when

they precede the first numerical character of I_1, R2, or 1R3.

The signs are simply rejected if punched at any other time. If

the 8 or 9 key is punched at any time other than while loading

a data word which was preceded by a plus or minus sign, it is

rejected and the Check Fail Light is turned on.

As data is loaded, it is temporarily stored in intermedi-

ate buffers. It is not placed into its final destination, as spec-
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ified by the Noun code, until the final ENTER of the load se-

quence is punched in.

2. 3. 1 The CLEAR Button.

The CI,EAR Button is used to remove errors in loading

data as it is displayed in R1, R2, or" R3. It does nothing to

the Major Mode, Noun, or Verb lights. (The Noun lights arc

blanked by the NOUN key; the Verb lights, by the VERB key.)

In the following discussions, the term Clearing Function will be

used to mean: blanking the data display register of interest

and placin_ =0 into the internal storage register associated with

that display register.

For sinKle component Load Verbs or "Machine Address to

be Specified" Nouns, the CLEAR button depression performs

the Clcarin K Function on whichever register is bein_ h)aded,

provided that the CI_EAR is punched before the data ENTER.

Once the ENTER is depressed, the CLEAR does nothinz. The

only way to correct an error" after the data ENTER for a single

component l_oad Verb is to begin the I_oad Verb again.

For the 2- or 3-component I_oad Verbs, there is a back-

in_-up feature of CLEAR. The first depression of the CLEAR

key performs the Clearin_ Function on whichever register is

bein_ loaded. (The CLEAR may be pressed after any charact-

er, but before its ENTER.) Consecutive depressions of

CI_EAR perform the Clearing Function on the data display regis-

ter above the current one, until R1 is cleared. Any attempts

to back-up beyond R1 are simply ignored.

The backing-up function of CLEAR operates only on what-

ever data is pertinent to the Load Verb which initiated the load-

ing sequence. For example, if the initiating Load Verb was a

load second component only, no backing-up action is possible.
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2. 3.2 l,oadin_ Sequence.

The normal use of the, flash is with a I,o_{d \._erb. In

multi component load situations, the a})pr'()l)r'iat(_ sinKle coml)on

et_t I,oad Verbs ar( _ flashed one at a time. Thus the computer

always instru('ls lhc operator throuFh a l()adi_l_ s('(tu(_nce. For'

exar_ple, consider' a (h_-ce-con_ponent l()a(i]nf/ ,_('(tuence. The

operator (o_' the internal program, for thai matter) initiates the

sequence by punchin K in VERB : 25, "loa(t 3 (:';unp(ments of:"

(any noun will do). The Verb code is chan_,_,t 1,,) 21, "load first

component of:," all{t the f]ash is turned on. \'el'}) 2] continues

1o be flashed as lh(_ oper'ator punches in the f'i_ s! word of data.

\Vhcn the ENTEt{ is pr'essed, the Ve.r}) code is chan_ed to 22.

Flasiiin K continues w}_ile the operator' punc'hcs in the second data

word. When EN'FEt{ is pressed, the V(;_'t) (:_)(t(, is changed to

23, "load third component", and a_ain the flash continues while

the third data word is punched in. When ENTER is pressed, the

flash is turned off, and all three data wor(ts ar_{_ placed in the lo-

cations specified by the Noun. Notice that lhrol_%hout the chang-

in_ of the Verb codes, the Noun code was left unchanged.

There are two special cases when tile flash is used with

Verbs other than I_oad Verbs.

Case I. Machine Address to be Specified.

There is a class of Noun available to allow any machine

address to be used. These are called "Machine Address to be

Specified" Nouns. When the ENTER which _auses the Verb-

Noun combination to be executed senses a Noun of this type, the

flash is immediately turned on. The Verl) code is left unchanged.

The operator" should load the 5-octal-character complete mach-

ine address of interest. It is displayed in R3 as it is punched

in. If an error is made in loading the address, the CLEAR

may be used to remove it. Pressin_ ENTER causes continua-

tion in executing the Verb.
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Case II. Change Major Mode

71o

This causes the Noun display register to be blanked and the Verb

code to be flashed. The 2-octal-character Major Mode Code

should then be loaded. For verification purposes, it is displayed

as it is loaded in the Noun display register. The tCNTEt{ causes

1) the flash to be turned off, 2) a request for" the new Major Mode

to be entered, and 3) a new Major Mode Code to be displayed

in the Major Mode display register. This new Major Mode display

is usually the logical "OR" of the old and new Major Mode Codes.

(See a forthcoming report by C.A. Muntz for details on Major

Modes. )

2. 3. 3 Conclusion of I,oading.

The flash is turned off onlyby three events: l) the final

ENTER of a load sequence, 2) the VERB = Terminate, 3) the

VERB = Proceed Without Data. It is important to conclude

every I_oad Verb by one of the above three, especially if the load

was initiated by program action within the computer. If an in-

ternally initiated load is not concluded validly, the program that

initiated it may never be recalled.

The "Proceed Without Data" Verb is used to indicate that

the operator is unable or wishes not to supply the data requested,

but wishes the initiating program to continue as best it can with

old data. The "Terminate" Verb is used to indicate that the

operator chooses not to load the requested data, and also wishes

the requesting routine to cease operation. See Chapter 3 for

further" explanation.

2. 4 Program Initiation.

There is a class of programs of larger scope than the

data loading and display programs which the Keyboard can call.
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This class is typically concerned with syslem leslin_ and opera-

tion. Of course, some of these pr'o_rams will n(_ed to display

data or request th(, loading of data or commamts l<y means of the

Keyboard and Display Program. The details o1" this will be

(lescrJl)ed in C}mpte_' 3.

The ,ffr()ut) ()f Verbs that: perform this _eneral program

callin E is called the Exlended Verbs. Th(,i_ Verb codes arc in

the ranze 40-77. The pertinent prot{ran_s _re ('ailed directly

upon ENTEI% as part ()f the Keyboard and Display Prottram

Executive ,It)l), an(t with its same l)riority. The Verbs that (:all

pro_ran_s of r(,latively short duration should be executed directly

am l tl_en should end the Keyboard and L)isl)lay l)ro_ram with a

TC ENTIiET. Those of longer duration sh()tl](t place a request

to the Executive }{outine for the main b()dy of lhe prod{ram and end

the Keyboard aml Display Program with a T(_ ENTRET. The

Keyboard and Display System is released bet'ore the Extended

Verbs (codes 40 77) a_'e called, so that they n_ay use the Key-

board and Display System Program.

2. 5 Data Monit()r.

There is a class of Verbs called Monitor Verbs which

displays data every one-half second. Once a Monitor Verb is

executed, the (la_a in the Display Panel continues to be updated

until the Monitor is turned off.

The Monitor is turned off by: Verb 34 {Terminate), an

internal program initiation of the Keyboard and Display System

Program (a NVSUB call that finds the Keyl,,()a_'d and Display

System available), and by Fresh Start.

Monitor action is suspended (but not end(_d) by the de-

pression of any key, except Error Reset. Monitor action con-

tinues after the Keyboard and Display System is released. Thus

it is possible to suspend a monitor while tl_c Ol)erator loads some
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data, or" requests another display; and to return to the orif_inal

monitor when his intervention is concluded.

If a second monitor is requested by the operator while

an earlier monitor is still active, the second monitor takes

over the first, which ends. Thus multiple monitors cannot

occur.
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CttAPTI,;R 3

INTI,] ILK:\ I. USI'2()F KI,"YB(JARD AND DISPLAY SYSTt,_'MPtl()GIIAM

The Keyboard and Display System Program is aw_ilable

to other internal computer programs in its entirety for subroutine

use. Use is limited to routines operating under t"xecutive Routine

control, tloutines operating in the Interrupt Mode may not use the
Keyboard and Display Program as a subroutine.

The Verb and Noun (;odes themselves are used as the lan-

guage for communicating between other internal programs and th¢_

Keyboard and 1)isplay System Program. Any Verb-Noun combina-

tion available to the Keyboard can be called by internal routines.

3.1 Interlocks for Internal Use of Keyboard and Display Program

It is necessary to place certain limits on when an internal

routine may use the Keyboard and Display Program. This is nec-

essary to prevent the situation in which an internally initiated pro-

cedure might write over data in the Display Panel that the operator

has not had time to digest.

The two interlocks arc: an operator/internal interlock,

and an internal]internal interlock.

The operator/internal interlock (called DSPLOCK) is made

busy to internal routines by any keyboard activity (except Error

l_ight tteset). It remains busy until it is "released" by the Key

ltelease button or by certain special Verbs. See Section 3.32.

The internal/internal interlock (called GRABLOCK)is

made busy to other internal routines once any internal routine has

"grabbed" the Display System. It remains busy until l0 seconds

after the grabbing routine has "freed" it. These procedures will

be described in detail in Section 3.3.
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:;.'2 'l'ypical ('_[[itlg Sequence, for Interleaf IJsc of l,[eyboard and

1)isp[ay System

S complete t:atAing sequel_ce for tyl)i<:_t[ intcmm[ usc, of the

tqeyboard and I)ispl:t) _ System Program is:

1_, 'l'(1 GIlA B1)SP

l,-t-t, tletut'n he_'e if" l)ispla) _ S3_stcm is already

gt'_tbbed.

1,12, lletuml hel"e means you h_w,' l)isp[ay System

g t'ab be d.

M+2,

TC _NVSUB (with Verb-Noun c,:)de in A register)

Return here if Display System is busy

(ope rater).

Return here after execution of; Verb/Noun.

NVSUB may be used mot'e ttlan once while

Display System is grabbed.

TC t,'R t'] I_2D SP

'3. '3 I)etails of Calling l<eyboa_'d and Display Pr;)gram for

Internal Use

The details of the Calling Sequence shown in Section 3. 2

will be described here. Also the formats _nd m,,turn option will

be explained.
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:_.3. 1 "GtlABBING" the Display System (GtlABI)SP)

Any internal routine that wishes to use the K_;yboat'd and

Display Program must first "GRAB" the Display System by t, xt,_-

(:uting a TC GRABDSP. (This routine is in directly accessible

fixed memory. ) If the TC GRABI)SP was done at location l,, the

retu_'n is to I,!l if the System is already grabbed ((:tlAI3LOCt4 is

busy). If GItABI_OCK shows that the Keyboard and l)isplay System

is free, the return is to L+2, indicating that the calling routine

now i:as the System "grabbed. "

The decision for what to do if the Keyboard and l)isplay

System is found already grabbed is left to the calliag routine. It

may use an optional routine called GRABUSY, which enters it into

a list waiting for the Keyboard and Display System to be freed, or

it may pro'let to continue and attempt the TC GRABl)SP again later _.

The calling sequence for the optional GtlABUSY is:

CAF WAKt'_C AI)fl

TC GRABUSY

GtlAB[_SY is in directly accessible fixed memory. It puts the

calling 3()t_ to s[ee[), and enters the specified CAI)I{ into a waiting

list. This CAI)Ii is the location at which you wish your J(3B to

wake up when the Display System is freed. The list is searched

and the CADI{'s are called in the sequence they were inserted

according to the following convention. After a TC FRICf'ZDSP, the

internal/internal interlock (GRABLOCK) is kept busy for l0 seconds,

after which a CA I)t{ is called from the list and the JOB waked up.

This 10-second delay insures that all internally initiated informa-

tion for display will be visible.

There is a special intrance to GRABUSY called Pttt£GBSY

for routines in banks that wish the CADR of 14 (Location from

which the TC PREGBSY was done) to be entered in the list.
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,_..,.'2 Inteuna[ C:._Hin K of'a Verb/Noun ('.ombilmthm (NVSLI,)

The communicator for c, allil]_ the Keyboard and l)ispkty

Prodram is u;_llcd NVSUB. K is in directly ;_uccssil)le fixed

memory. Any Vo i'b-Noun combination availatfl_, to the Keyboard

c:_n be u ailed by NVS[Tt_. The format is to pt;_u_, ;[ word in the

\ rc_istel' wittl tile tl-.l_it Verb code in bits 7-1'2 :_nd the 6-bit Noun

code, in [)its i-6. The T(', NVS(J]_ causes the Vu_I} _:odc' to bc dis-

played in the \;c_'b li_-hts, the _Noun <:ode to l)c (lispk_y(,,d in the

NOLU: lights, and the. Verb-Noun combin;:tiuft t_) be executed.

Notice that the Veal) 00 'rod Noun 00 are both i[[<_:d codes, if

pun_:hed in 1)5_ the ope_'ator. Advantage is made of this fact in

the i'otlowin_g situation. If the prodram callinf_ NVSI:P] wishes to

displa) _ a Vex'l) eerie without executm_ it, or 1:_:,(lispMy a Noun

code without exccutin_ it, ti_e contents of A shoukt be set so that

the athc_" 6 bi_s a_'e _dl zero. Thus to dfsplny tM; Ver'b code only,

bits ]-C are set to t), and the Vet'[) code is pla(<,d into bits 7-12.

To display the Noun code only, bits 7-]2 a_'e sol to [), and the

Noun <:{)de is placed into bits I-6. The entire action of NVSUB is

taken as a subroutine of the program that calh_d Nk,rSUB. Thus

NVH[]t_ ix run as part of the same Executive Job that called

NVE[_|{, and with the same p_'iorit)_.

If the caltinK routine wishes to use one )f the "Machine

Address to be Specified" Nouns, it is necessar)' only to preload

MPA(: _ 2 with the appropriate Machine Address befor'e the

TC NVSUB.

The Ke.yboa_:'d and Display System is ma(tF bush, (DSPLOCK)

to internal users when there is anb_ keyboal'd _u:tivits; (except

]<trot Ijffht ]{eset). It remains busy until il: ix _-eleased by the

Key Ilelease button or by the following Vel:'b,_: I{(;[ease Display

System (35), \vhich ix included for early vc_'sions of the Keyboard

which have no Key Release button; Pr'oceed Without Data (33);

Terminate (34); Fresh Start (36); Request Executive (20); Re-

quest Waitlist (10); also by all the Verbs wJti_ c_)des 40-77 (these
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at'c the so-called I']xtc. ndcd Vc_'bs).

If the rl'C NVS[Y} _, was done, at location M,

busy).

the return is to

if the. l,[eyboard and Display System is busy (I)St°L()(:Iq is

If I)SPI_()CN shows that the System is avttilabh,, the r'¢--

turn is to M _ 2, after the Verb-Noun combination has been exe-

cuted. If the t£eyboard and l)ispfay System is available, but in

the execution of the Verb-Noun combination some alat'm condi-

tion is found (such as use of an undefined Verb oz" Noun code, or

certain other situations impossible du_'ing normal ope_'ation--

see Section 5. 1), then the return is to M+I, indicating that the

execution of the Verb-Noun combination could not be completed.

Thus return to M I 1 indicates that the Verb-Noun was not exe-

cuted to completion, while return to M ! 2 indicates that the, Verb-

Noun was fully executed.

The decision for what to do if the Keyboard and Display

System is found busy is left to the calling routine. It may use a_l

optional routine called NVSUI3SY, which enters it into a list wait-

ins for the Keyboard and Display System to be released. ()r it

may prefer to continue and attempt the TC NVSUI{ again later.

The catlin K sequence for the optional NVSUBUSY is:

CA IC WAKf_CAI)I{

TC NVSUBUSY

NVSUBSY is in directly accessible fixed memory. It puts the

calling JOB to sleep, enters the specified CADR on the top of the

waiting list, and turns on the "Key Release" light, telling the op-

erator to release the Display System for internal use. This

CAI)I{ is the location at which you wish your JOB to wake up when

the Display System is released.

The waiting list is searched by all internal oceurr(_nces

of the "Free" Display System but only by those external occur-

rences of the "Release" Display System which are in response to

use of the NVSUBUSY routine.
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There is a special entrance to NVHtJt_USY called PRENVBSY

for routines in banks that wish the CADf_ of (lo_ation from which

the TC PHENV]_H'f was done) - 2 to be entered in the list.

:{.3. 3 "Ft{EEING" the Display System (t,'P,t';I']I),EP)

An internal routine that has successfully "grabbed" the

Keyboard and Display System may execute an unlimited number of

calls to NVSUB before "freeing" the System to other internal users

by executing a TC Ft_Et']DSP. (This routine is in directly acces-

sible fixed memory. ) If the TC Ft{EEI)SP was done at location N,

the return is to N+ 1.

After a TO" FIIEEDSP, GI{ABLOCK is kept busy for 10

seconds, after wi:ich a CADt{ is called from l;t:(: list and the cor-

responding JOB waked up. The CADH's are caked in the order

they were inserted, except that any CADH that may have been

placed in the list by NVSUBUSY is called first. This is done to

ensure that a routine which has "grabbed" tl:e System, but has

found NVSUB busy (due to keyboard action bv the operator) and

has used NVSUBUSY will be called before other routines that

find the system already grabbed.

3.4 Keyboard and Display System t{elease

The "Key Release" Light (also known as t{elease Display

System) is turned on to indicate to the operator that some inter-

nal program has attempted to use NVSUt_, and found the Keyboard

and Display System busy. Thus the operator should release the

Keyboard and Display System by pressin,_ the Key Release button

(or by performing Verb 35 on those early keyboards which have

no Key tielease button).

Note that the waiting list associated with GRABUSY and

NVSUBUSY is searched by those occurrences of the "Release"

Display System which are in response to the use of the NVSUBUSY

routine. If the Display System is released at any time other than
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fo[lo\vin._ _an internal use of NVS[_BUSY, the list is not scarch_;d

even if thel'c are some (;,,'\I)[t's in the list due to the use, of GllAI_ITSY.

These will be called after the routine that has the System grabbed

performs a Free Display System.

3. 5 Internally Initiated Loads

If a loadinK operation is called by NVSUB, some additional

facts should be pointed out. If the Keyboard and 1)isplay System

is available, the l,oad Verb is displayed along with the Noun and

the flash is turned on. When everything is set up to receive data

from the operator, NVSUB returns to M+2 of the callinK routine.

Now there is a relatively long time until the completion of the

load. The option of what to do at this point is left to the calling

routine. There are essentially two courses of action.

3.5. 1 Initiating Programs that Keep Control

Some programs that place requests through NVSUB for

data to be loaded will wish to retain control of the computer while

the operator loads the data. These can inspect the contents of an

erasable register called LOADSTAT to determine wherL the data

is complete. The conditions of LOADSTAT are:

+0 Waiting for data.

+NZ The Verb '_Proceed Without Data" has been

keyed in.

-NZ The Verb 'tTerminate" has been keyed in.

- 0 The data load has been completed.

3.5.2 Initiating Programs that Relinquish Control

Some programs that place requests through NVSUB for

data to be loaded will desire to give up control of the computer

until the data has been loaded. These will be recalled as soon as

the data load is completed, if they follow the procedure outlined

below.

A routine called ENDIDLE is provided in directly acces-

sible fixed storage. It puts the current Executive Job to sleep,
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and stores away the location from which the initiating routine did

a 'VC l']NI)II)Lt'] (call this location P). It also makes NVSUB busy

to other internal programs. This allows other l_xecutive Jobs to

be run while the actual data loading is taking place.

Recall to the routine that called b]N1)IDLt_ is made at the

end of the loading sequence, when the Verb "Terminate" is keyed

in, or when the Velrb "Proceed Without 1)ata _' is keyed in. The

recall is to:

P + 1 For "Terminate. _'

P }-2 [,'or "Proceed Witiaout Data. "

P _ 3 For Data In.

The recall is made by way of an l,]xecutive Routine request to

wake up the Foutine that did the TC I_NDIDIbI']. NVSUB is made

available just before recall.
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CttAPTER 4

PROGHAM ])ESCRIPTION

The AGC Keyboard and I)isplay t'rof_ram, as currently

implcm(,nl(,d, (:omprises nearly 2, 000 words and oc(:uf)ics the

majority of two banks of AGC fixed memory. The listinf4 of the

prof4rarn as assembled under' the name SUNHISE contains a sff4nif-

icant amount of documentary information and is regarded as the

prime reference for' the programTs description. This chapter and

the ae(:ompanying flo_' charts (Appendix V) atlempt to f4ive a broad

functional description of the program flow and lo_{ic, to aid in the

understandin# and use of the routine.

Fif_ure V-1 gives a functional block diagram and illustrates

the three principle divisions of the program'

1. Input Character Processing.

2. Command Execution.

3. [)isplay.

4. 1 Input Character Processing.

The parts of the program which process input characters are'

1. KEYRUPT. The routine triggered by the Keyboard

Interrupt which reads the input character and activates

the Executive Routine part of the Keyboard Routine

(CHAHIN).

2. NUM. The part of the routine which processes

numerical characters.

3. The various control character processors including:

NOUN, VERB, CLEAR, ERROR RESET, %-, and

KEY RELEASE.
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The flow of control of this part of the program is illustrated

in Fig. V-4.

Descriptively the NOUN and VERB keys indicate that new

command parameters are to be entered and the program initializes

the proper registers to accept these parameters.

The _-and - keys are used to set register DECBRNCH,

which directs NUM how to accept input nmnerical characters.

The function of CLEAR has been described in Chapter 2.

This function is implemented by using tile state of register CLPASS

as a one-pass gate. Initially CLPASS is t0, as set by an ENTER.

When CLEAR is actuated, the "blank current register" path is

taken and CLPASS is incremented. A second CLEARthen will

take the other branch (CLPASSHI) and do the backing up. If,

however, a sign or numeric character intervened, CLPASS would

have been reset to 4-0. A special case is required for the single-

component loads since these can not be allowed to back up. These

verbs then set CLPASS to a large negative number which prevents

the backing up path from being entered.

The function of ERROR RESET is clear from the flow chart.

The ENTER key is used in two distinct ways:

1. As an execute signal implying that the operator

wants the current noun-verb command to be executed.

This occurs when REQRET is positive and is the normal

ENTER function.

2. As a data-entered signal implying that the operator

has completed a numerical input word. This occurs

when REQRET is negative. Since data is entered

only in response to a data request, the routines which

do this requesting (e. g., REQDATZ) set REQRET

negative. The Enter routine, when it takes the "data

in" path (ENTPASSHI), leaves REQRET positive so
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that succeeding ENTER's will be interpreted in the

first category unless another load request has occ:urr'ed.

Numerical input is processed by the NUM routine, which

assembles input characters in one of 5 possible buffer registers,

NOUNREG, VEI{BREG, X, Y, or ZREG, depending on the previous

control characters or the load command. The buffer register used

is determined by the state of DSPCOUNT, so that there is a l-i

correspondence between the input buffers and the displays. As

numerical data is accepted, it is also displayed via the DSPIN

subroutine (see Fig. V-7). NUM accepts either octal or decimal

input. Octal input is assembled by cycling so that leading zeros

are not required. Decimal input is accepted as if the decimal

point were to the far" right until overflow or the fifth character' is

in; this is then converted to fractional form and stored to double

precision. Five characters must be punched in for decimal.

4.2 Command Execution.

Whenever an "execute Verb-Noun" ENTER occurs, the

particular command routine implied by the Verb-Noun codes is

executed. This process takes place in two stages"

]. 'Noun Translation.

2. Verb Execution.

The Noun translation phase decides whether the Noun is Nor-

mal or Mixed, looks up the machine address for the given Noun

and stores it in 'NOI/NADD, tests if the Noun address is to be

entered or incremented, and does as much preliminary processing

as possible before branching on the Verb code.

After the Noun translation phase, a full fan on the Verb code

is executed and a particular Verb routine is entered. These fall

into three general categories:

I. Display and Monitor Commands.

2. Load Commands.
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3. "Go To" Commands (or Routine Initialization).

4.2. 1. Display and Monitor Verbs.

The flow chart for the Octal Display Verbs is given in

Fig. V-5, and that for the Decimal Display Verb is given in Fig. V-9.

The basic flow of control for decimal display is:

1. All component data pick up from referenced

registers into a temporary buffer.

2. For each component in turn:

a. Scale factor look up.

b. Scaling routine look up.

c. Scale and display.

The logic is complicated by the difference between Mixed

and Normal Nouns, since the Noun Tables for each are of different

formats (Appendix IV).

The monitoring function {Fig. V-12) is implemented by

providing a Monitor" Verb corresponding to each Display Verb.

The Monitor execution consists of three basic parts:

1. The MONITOR routine, entered via the verbfan,

saves the Noun and Verb codes and the machine address

corresponding to the Noun (in case it was a "Machine

Address to be Specified" Noun)and makes a Waitlist

request for MONREQ.

2. The MONREQ routine is merely a scheduling routine

which produces an Executive cal] to MONDO every

I/2 sec.

3. The MONDO routine causes execution of the equivalent

Display Verb and Noun combination whenever it is called.

It first tests DSPLOCK (the operator/internal interlock)

to enable keyboard activity to suspend (but not end)

monitoring action.
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The ability to handle externally specil_icd addresses is

gained by always p_'eloading the address register' NOUNADI). For'

other than '_achine Adciress to be Specified" Nouns, this register

is reloaded from the Noun Tables by the TESTNOUN routine.

4.2.2. Load Verbs.

A flow chart of the three-component Load Verb is given

in Fig. V-13. The other Load Verbs are very similar. Basically

the flow of control is:

I. Input data for each component is requested in turn

by the display of the prope_" "load single component"

Verb and the flash. When all input data is received,

signified by the last ENTER, then the following occurs

for' each component in turn:

2. a. Address look up.

b. Octal or Decimal Test.

c. Store if octal; scale factor look up if decimal.

d. Scaling routine look up if decimal.

e. Scale and store if decimal.

4.2. 3. "Go To" Verbs.

The "Go To" Verbs provide a means of calling specialized

routines from the Keyboard. These have been provided for such

functions as testing and facilitating the running of programs to be

loaded into erasable memory. The called routines have the option

of using the Noun code as a parameter if desired.

4.2.4. Miscellaneous Verbs.

There are several miscellaneous verbs such as Bump,

Proceed, Terminate, etc. These programs are straightforward

and will not be described in detail here.
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4. 3 Subroutine Use.

An entry routine NVSUB (see Fig. V-15) has been provided

to make the routines of the Keyboard and Display System available

to programs as well as the Keyboard. The use and philosphy has

been previously described. The structure of the program is

straightforward and, in effect, depends on having an erasable

register ENTRET as the exit instruction for all Keyboard and

Display routines. When they are initiated by the Keyboard, this

register is preset to TC ENDOFJOB; when they are initiated by

NVSUB, it is set to NVSUBEND where a return is made to the

calling routine.

The mechanism for handling internally requested loads

has been previously described, and the routines ENDIDLE and

RECALTST are shown in Figs. V-16 and V-17, respectively.

4.4 Display Output Routines.

The electroluminescent Display Panel is periodically updated

by INTERRUPT #3 (T4RUPT) to the DSPOUT routine. This routine

(Fig. V-8) maintains a correspondence between an internal buffer

(DSPTAB) and the lights by driving the controlling relays via OUT0

whenever the states of the buffer and lights differ.

To conserve Interrupt time, the programs which make

entries to the DSPTAB (e. g., DSPIN) always test that:

I. The new entry represents a change from the previous

entry.

2. The previous entry had already been displayed (as

opposed to awaiting display).

Only if both conditions are satisfied is the DSPOUT counter (NOUT)

incremented. Hence c(NOUT) is the number of DSPTAB entries which

must be sent out to make the Display Panel correspond to the buffer.

The differentiation between a DSPTAB entry which has been
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_tis_lay_,(t nn(l o_e waiting to be displayed is nminlained by the

si_l_ of the enlry, t_ositive entries have already t)een dist)layed,

while lheir (:ompl('ments represent new information waiting to t)e

disl)[a,/ed. When I)SPOUT sends a word to OUT0, it (:hanges th(_

)SI)TAI{ entry sign from negative to positive to indicate this.

As can I)e seen by following the flow ('hart, a safety play

s in(:orf)orated to guard against looping. When the ('ounter (I)SPCNT)

which is used to step through the display table reaches ze_'o the

se(:ond time, then there must be no negative entries in I)SPTAB so

NOUT is set to zero and the program exits.

4.5 Interlock Control.

Interlock between external (keyboard) and internal routine

use of the Keyboard and Display System is controlled by the

following routines :

1. GRABI)St ), GRABUSY (Fig. V-18)

2. NVSUBUSY (Fig. V-19)

3. Ft_EEI)SP, FREEWAIT, FREDSt_DO (Fig. V-20)

4. RELDSP (Fig. V-21)

The effect and us(' of these programs has been described in Chapter

3.

Logically the interlocking is accomplished by controlling

the states of 2 registers. I)SPLOCK is the operator/internal

interlock and has 2 states: external activity or no external activity.

GRABLOCK is the internal/internal interlock and has 3 states:

1. +0 no internal control (system is available).

2. :1 internal control assumed by some routine.

Others must wait.

3. 4-2 internal control assumed by some routine, but

pre-empted by external activity. When

external user releases the Display System, the

internal routine is re-activated (JOBWAKE) and

GRABLOCK is reset to +1. See Fig. V-21.
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CIIAPTEt_ 5

ALAHMS ANI) SPFCIAL CONTt_OLS

The Keyboard and Display System t)_'ogram makes us(,' of

the l_ro_ram Check Fail Light (also known as Illegal Order). I1

is also concerned with the Key Release lAght (also known as I_e-

lease I)isplay System), the Key Release Button (also known as

P, elea,_c l)isplay System), the Flash, and the Frror Light Hesel

Button. Tills chapter will describe the way the Keyboard and

I)isplay System P_'og_'am inake._ use t)f thes(_' alttl'm,_ aild t:olltl'ols.

5. 1 Program Check Fail Light (Illegal Ol'de_.).

The Program Check Fail Light is turned on by the Key-

board and l)isplay Program when it encounters some impJ'oper

operating condition. If the Keyboard and I)isplay Program had

bt'('n initiated by internal (:omputer program (tht'ough NVSUI_),

it r('turns to M_ 1 (where M is the location from which the TC

NVSUt_ was performed). If the K(,ylx)ard was lhe initiator, it

does a TC ENI)OF,IOB.

The conditions which cause the Keyboard and Display

Program to turn on the Program Check Fail Light are:

I. An input code other than those listed in Appendix I is

received from the Keyboard.

2. The c.onte_ts of the register used to determine which

Display Panel character is to be lighted has exceeded its

limit.

3. An 8 or 9 was punched in while loading a word that was

not preceded by a plus or minus sign.
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4. An undefined Verb or Noun code has been used. The

Verb 00 or Noun 00 are always illegal if punched into the

Keyboard.

5. A decimal number which is hummer'it:ally too large for'

the scale factor assigned to the cur_'ent Noun has been

loaded through the Keyboard.

6. An attempt has been made to load a decimal number

into a register whose scale factor is specified by the Noun

as time in hours. (N:)te that time in seconds is a per-

missible load. )

7. The dp decimal display Verb has been used with a

Mixed Noun.

5. 2 Key Release (Release Display System).

The illumination of the Key H( lease light indicates that

some internal program has attempted to use th(_ Keyboard and

Display System Program and found it busy. The operator should

press tile Key Release button (or execute Verb 35 in those key-

boards which have no Key Release button).

5. 3 The Verb, Noun Flash.

The Verb andNoun lights are flashed to indicate that the

operator should load data. It is turned off by any of the usual

load sequence conclusions:

1. Finishing the load sequence.

2. Punching in Verb 33, Proceed Without Data.

3. Punching in Verb 34, Terminate.
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5.4 Error IAght Reset.

The Error Light t_eset button serves two functions. I_y

dir'tx:t _ire, it turns off tile non-program computer alarm lights

on the l)isplay Pan('l. t_y program aclion, it takes the followin_

action relatt'd to tl_e l)isplay Panel: the Program Check Fail

ti}4ht is turned off, thc UPLINK Activity light is turned off, the

T(.lcmctry Fail ligi_t is turned off, the Program Alarm light is

turned off, tho I)SPTAB buffer is checked fol' p roper format and

corrected if necessary. Also, the following p_'ogram action not

related to th(' 1)isplay Panel is taken: t/ndpulses are unl)lock(.d;

1he I']rrupt lo(:k is reset; tile C }_elays corr(_sponding to IMU Fail,

CDU Fail_ and 1)IPA Fail are l'esot.

5. 5 Fresh Start.

The Fresh Start Program is initiated either' by tim auto-

rustic restart circuitry or by Verb 36. It takes the following

action in regard to the Keyboard and l)/splay System: turns off

the I)isplay Panel Alarm lights, turns off the Key Helease light,

blanks th(' l)isplay Panel l)ata and Control Hegistet's, releases

the I)isplay System (1)SPLOCK), frees the Display System

(GIIABLOCK), and terminates the Monitor. It also initializes

much of the program control software. (See a memo by C. A.

Muntz for these details. )
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APPENDIX I

IN PUT/OUTPUT CODES

I. I Keyboard Input Codes.

These codes enter the computer through bits 1-5 of IN0.

The MSB is prated in bit 5; the I,SB, in bit 1.

MSB I,SB

0 10000

1 00001

2 00010

3 00011

4 00100

5 00101

6 00110

7 00111

8 01000

!) 01001

VERB 1 0 0 0 1

EIIROR FIESET ] 0010

KEY RELEASE 1 1 0 0 1

+ 11010

- 1101 l

ENTER 1 1 1 0 0

CLEAR 11110

NOUN 11111
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I . 2 5 Bit l{e_a_f Output Codes for Display Panel.

These codes are placed in OUT0. There are two possible

orientations. For the right character of a pair, the MSB is

placed in bit 5; the I_SB, in bit 1. For the left character of a

pair, the MSB is placed in bit 10, the LSB, in bit 6.

MSB LSB

Blank 00000

0 10101

1 00011

2 11001

3 11011

4 01111

5 11110

0 11100

7 10011

_ 11101

9 11111
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I. 3 Relayword Format for OUT0.

Bits 15-12 Bit 11 Bits 10-6 Bits 5-1

1 0 1 1 MD1 MD2

1 0 1 0 FLASH VD1 VD2

1 0 0 1 ND1 ND2

1 0 0 0 UPACT R1D1

0 1 1 1 +R1S RID2 R1D3

0 1 1 0 -R1S R1D4 R1D5

0 1 0 1 +R2S R2D1 R2D2

0 1 0 0 -R2S R2D3 R2D4

0 0 1 1 R2D5 R3D1

0 0 1 0 +R3S R3D2 R3D3

0 0 0 1 -R3S R3D4 R3D5

The Display Panel Output Buffer (DSPTAB) follows this

same format with respect to the low order 11 bits.
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II. 1

Verb

Code

00

01

O2

O3

04

O5

O6

07

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

20

21

Ve rb I_ist

II.I. 1

APPENDIX II

VERBS

Ordinary Verbs

Function

Illegal

Display (in

Display (in

Display (in

Display (in

Display (in

ponents of:

Display (in

octal) 1st component of:

octal) 2nd component of:

octal) 3rd component of:

octal) 1st and 2nd components of:

octal) 1st, 2nd, and 3rd corn-

decimal) all component(s) of:

DP decimal display

Enter Request to Waitlist

Monitor (in octal) 1st component of:

Monitor

Monitor

Monitor

Monitor

portent s

Monitor

(in octal) 2nd component of:

(in octal) 3rd component of:

(in octal) 1st and 2nd components of:

(in octal) 1st, 2nd, and 3rd corn-

of:

(in decimal) all component(s) of:

Monitor DP Decimal

Enter Request to Executive

Write 1st component into:

Display
Location

R1

t21

R1

R1, R2

R1, R2, R3

As

appropriate

Ill, R2

R1

R1

R1

R1, R2

Ill, R2, R3

As

appropriate

R1, R2

R1
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V e F_)

Code

22

23

24

25

26

27

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

Function

Write 2nd component into:

Write 3rd component into:

Write 1st and 2rid components into:

Write 1st, 2nd, and 3rd components into:

Spare

Spare

Spare

Bank Display

Bump displays [c(R2)into 193, c(Ri)into 192]

Proceed without Data

Terminate

Release Display System

Frest_ Start

Change Major Mode to:

Display
Location

192

193

191,

191,

ill

192

192, R3
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II. 1.2

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

50

5]

52

53

54

55

56

57

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

70

71

72

73

Extended Verbs

Zero (used with noun ICDU or OCDU only)

Coarse Align (used with noun ICDU or OCDU only)

Fine align IMU

Lock IMU

Set IMU to Attitude Control

Set IMU to Re-entry Control

Return IMU to Coarse Align

Turn Optical Tracker On (not in use yet)

Please Perform

Please Mark

MARK Accept (untii button is available)

Free (used with Noun ICDU or OCDU only)

Pulse Torque GYRO's

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Perform GYRO Drift Test

Perform PIPA Scale Test

Spare

Spare
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74

75

76

77

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare
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II. 2 Verb Descriptions.

II. 2. 1 Ordinary Verbs

Verbs 01-05

Verb 06

Perform octal displays of data.

Performs decimal display of data. The

scale factors, types of scale factor routines,

and component information are stored within

the machine for each Noun which is required

to display in decimal.

Verb 07 Performs a double precision decimal display

of data. It does no scale factoring. It merely

performs a i0 character fractional decimal

conversion of two consecutive erasable reg-

isters using Rl and R2 (the sign is placed in

the Rl sign position; the R2 sign position is

blank). It cannot be used with Mixed Nouns.

Its intended use is primarily with "Machine

Address to be Specified" Nouns.

Verb I0 Fnters request to Waitlist Houtine for any

machine address with any delay. This Verb

assumes that the desired number of 10 mille-

second units of delay has been loaded into the

low order bits of the Prio/Delay register

{Noun 26). This Verb is used with the "Ma-

chine Address to be Specified '' Noun. The

complete address of the desired location is then

punched in. See Section 2.3.2, Case I.

Verbs 11-17 Update data displays every one-half second.
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Verb 20

Verbs 21-25

Verb 31

Verb 32

Verb 33

Verb 34

Enters request to Executive Routine for any

machine address with any priority. This

Verb assumes that the desire(! priority has

been loaded into bits 10-14 of the Prio/Delay

register (Noun 26). This Verb is used with

the Noun "Machine Address to be Specified. "

The complete address of the desired location

is then punched in. See Section 2. 3, 2, Case [.

Perform data load. ()eta] quantities are un-

signed. Decimal quantities are preceded by

a + or - sign.

Bank Display. This Verb is included to per-

mit displaying the contents of fixed memory

in any bank. Its intende(t use is for checking

program ropes and the _{ANI< position of

program ropes.

Display Shift. Useful for preserving an ex-

isting display of a quantity while displaying

another quantity.

Proceed Without Data. Informs routine re-

questing data to be loaded that the operator

chooses not to load fresh data, but wishes

the routine to continue as best it can with

old data. Final decision for what action

should be taken is left to requesting routine.

Terminate. Informs routine requesting

data to be loaded that tile operator chooses

not to load fresh data, and wishes the routine
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Verl_ 35

Verb 36

Verb 37

1o terminale, lCinal decision for wt_al ael ion

should t_e 1aken is loll 1o requesting ;['otll ine,

If Monitor is on, it is lurned olT.

t{eleases Keyboard and l)isplay System for

internally initiated use. Performs ll_e same

l'un('tion as the Key l{elease }milon, 11 is in-

eluded for use wilh those early keyboards

which have no Key Helease button.

Initializes the program control software and

liqe Keyt_oard and I)isplay System Program.

See Section 5. 5 for de_ails.

(:hanges to New Major Mode. See Section

2. 3. 2, ('ase [l for delails.
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11.2.2

Verb 40

Verb 41

Verbs 42-47

Verb 50

Verbs 51, 52

Extended \Terbs

Must be used with Noun 20 (ICDU) or

Noun 55 (OCDU) only.

Must be used wiih Noun 20 (ICDU) or

Noun 55 (OCDU) only.

Cal] programs that pei'fo_'m the indicated

G&N System procedure.

This verb is used only t_y internal routines

that wish the operator to perform a

certain task. It sh(_t]ld never" be keyed

in by the operator. II is usually used

with Noun 25 (Checkli,_l). The coded

number for the Checklist Item to be per-

formed is displayed it? re_ister R1 by the

requesting routine.

Once the operator has performed

the requested action, he should press

ENTER to indicate that the Checklist

Item has been performe(t. If he wishes

not to perform the ieques_ed action, he

should key in the Verb "Proceed Without

Data. "

Verb 51 is used only by internal routines

that wish the operator to MARK. It

should never be keyed in by the operator.

It is usually used with Noun 30 (Star

Numbers). The numbers of the stars to

be marked are displayed in registers RI,

R2, I%3 by the requesting routine. The

operator should indicate completion of

each valid mark by Verb 52 (Mark Accept)
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VcP])8 53-54

Verbs 70-71

(}r I}y pressin_ lhe Mark Accept t}utt{)n

when il i8 available. Ite may {1o sev{_]"_]

MARK's until he _ets what he {:on._i{t{,rs

a _o{)d {)he befoPe doin R ]\/IaPk Accept. tie

should [lever pr'ess ENTEt{ with Vcrt) 51.

(?all pPoKPams Ihat pePform th{, in(li{'_de(I

G&N System pPoc_eduPe.

Call programs that pePfoPm the in(tic_te{t

G&N System Test.
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APPENDIX III

NOUNS

III. Noun last

III. 1. 1 Normal
Noun Code

00

01

O2

03

04

05

06

O7

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

2O

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

30

Nouns

Function

Not in Use

Specify Machine Address {Fractional)

Specify Machine Address (Whole)

Specify Machine Address (Degrees)

Specify Machine Address (Hours)

Specify Machine Address (Seconcts)

Specify Machine Address (GYRO Degrees)

Specify Machine Address (Y OPTICS Degrees}

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Spare

Increment Machine Address

Time Seconds

Time Hours

ICDU

PIPA's

New Angles I

Delta Angles I

Delta Time (Seconds)

Checklist

Prio/Delay

Self Test On/Off Switch

Star Numbers
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Noun Code Function

31 Failreg

32 Spare

33 Spare

34 Spare

35 Spare

36 Spare

37 Spare

40 Spare

41 Spare

42 Spare

43 Spare

44 Spare

45 Spare

46 Spare

47 Spare

50 Spare

51 Spare

52 Spare

53 Spare

54 Spare

• III. I. 2 Mixed Nouns

Noun. Code

55

56

57

60

61

62

63

64

65

Function

OCDU

Uncalled Mark Data (OCDU & Time (Seconds))

New Angles OCDU

ICDUX and Time (Seconds)

ICDUY and Time (Seconds)

ICDUZ and Time (Seconds)

OCDUX and Time (Seconds)

OCDUY and Time (Seconds)

Time (Hours and Seconds)
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Noun Code Function

6(; System Test Resu]ts

67 Delta GYRO Angles

70 Spare

71 Spare

72 Spare

73 Spare

74 Spare

75 Spare

76 Spare

77 Spare

III. 2 Noun Scale Factors

The Keyboard and Display Routines are able to handle

decimal/binary and binary/decimal scale factoring for the

following situations:

1) fractional

2) whole

3) degrees (maximum _:,359. 99)

4) time in seconds (maximum +999..99)

5) time in hours (maximum +745. 65). This may be

used for display only. I_oading of time in hours is not

allowed.

6) GYRO degrees (maximum +9. ,9999)

7) YOPTICS degrees. There are two different ranges,

selected according to bit 13 of register WASOPSET.

Bit 13 = 0 for range I; bit 13 : 1 for Range II.

Range I maximum +179. 99 degrees

Range II maximum +89. 999 degrees

(In range II a bias of 19. 775 degrees is added for display;

subtracted for loads. )

In all cases, a single precision (5 decimal character) word is

handled.
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III. Noun Descriptions

III. 3. 1 Normal Nouns

Noun 00 Not in use.

Nouns 01-07 The machine address for these nouns is

not stored within the machine, but is sup-

plied by the operator. This allows any

address to be loaded, displayed, or monitor-

ed. When ENTER is pressed with one of

these nouns, the Flash is activated, but

the Verb is left unchanged. This indicates

to the operator that he should type in the 5

character OCTAL address, followed by an

ENTER, It is displayed in R3, and the

Flash is turned off. Thereafter, the exec-

ution of the Verb continues, just as in the

case of any other noun. Seven different

"Machine Address to be Specified" nouns

are provided so that any of the decimal

scale factors may be applied to the contents

of any machine address.

Noun 15 This is used to increment the machine ad-

dress already specified. It is useful for

loading or displaying a group of consecutive

addresses. OCTAL only.

Nouns 16-17 These nouns refer to the time counters

TIME1, TIME2, and are not normally

loaded. If decimal is desired, Noun 16

gives seconds modulo 1000 (maximum

+999. 99 seconds); Noun 17 gives hours up

to a machine maximum of 745. 65 hours. *

• Since this noun refers to counter registers, it is not

normally loaded. However, the capability exists and

loading may be useful in special applications.
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Noun 20

Noun '_ 1

Noun 22

Noun 23

Noun 24

Noun 2 5

Noun 26

This refers to the 3 ICD[I counters. They

are not normally loaded. If decimal is

desired, the form is XXX. XX degrees

(maximum of i-359. 99). ;;-"

This refers to the 3 PIPA counters, and

is not normally loaded. [n decimal, regis-

ter contents are presented as whole deci-

mal, representing the number of PIPA

counts (maximum ±16,383). _':"

This refers to the desired platform angle

registers (T[tETAD). (Decimal scale,

±359..99 degrees maximum. )

This refers to the Temporary Data Buffer.

(Decimal scale +359. !)9 degrees maximum.)

This refers to the Temporary Data Buffer.

(Decimal scale, 4-!)9,9. 99 seconds maximum.)

Usually used with Verb 50, described in

Section II. 2. 2. Refers to Temporary

Data Buffer. (If decimal is desired, whole

scale is used. )

This Noun is to be preloaded with the de-

sired PRIORITY for use with VERB 20

(REQUEST EXECUTIVE); with the desired

DEI_AY, when used with VERB t0 (RE-

QUEST WAITI_IST). OCTAL is to be used

for the PRIORITY; decimal whole scaling

is provided for the DEI_AY.

Since this noun refers to counter registers, it is not

normally loaded. [lowever, the capability exists and

loading may be useful in special applications.
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Noun 27

Noun 30

Noun 31

_0 loaded into this Noun causes the idle

,job to be done for F]xecutive Backup.

-NZ loaded into this Noun causes the AGC

Self Check routine to be done for the

Executive Backup indefinitely.

+NZ loaded into this Noun causes the AGC

Self Check routine to be done for the

Executive Backup N times, where Nis the

number loaded. (If decimal is used, whole

number scale. )

Refers to the Temporary Data Buffer.

Intended for star identification numbers.

The decimal scale for each is whole.

This Noun is usually used with Verb 51,

described in Section II. 2. 2.

Used to display system failure conditions.

A coded number to identify the failure is

displayed in R t. (Octal only)

III. 3. 2 Mixed Nouns

Mixed Nouns are those whose components refer to non-

consecutive addresses or have different scale factors.

Noun 55 Refers to the OCDU counters. (Decimal

seale: XOPTICS scale is +359. 99 degrees

maximum. YOPTICS scale is either

+179. 99 degrees maximum, or +89. 999

degrees maximum. See Section III. 2)_

Since this noun refers to counter registers, it is not
normally loaded. However, the capability exists and
loading may be useful in special applications.
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Noun 56

Noun 57

Nouns 60-64

Noun 65

Noun 66

Noun 67

Refers to Temporary Data Buffer. Noun

is used by internal routines to display

the OCDU angles and time (seconds) when

an unrequested Mark is performed.

(Optics decimal scale is same as Noun 55. )

Refers to the desired optics angle regis-

ters (DESOPTX, DESOPTY). (Optics

decimal scale is same as Noun 55. )

Refers to each of the ICDU and OCDI_

counters separately, and time counter

(in seconds). The ICDU decimal scales

are!359. 99 degrees maximum. (Optics

decimal scales are same as Noun 55. )-",-"

Refers to TIME1, TIME2 counters. (])ec-

imal scales: hours scale, _745.65 maxi-

mum; seconds scale, 4-999. 99 maximum.)*

Refers to Temporary Data Buffer. Dec-

imal scales are whole, fractional, whole.

Refers to the desired delta GYRO angle

registers (GYROD). Decimal scale is

i9. 9999 degrees maximum.

Since this noun refers to counter registers, it is not

normally loaded. However, the capability exists and

loading may be useful in special application.
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APPENDIX IV

NOUN TABI,E FORMAT

IV. 1 (;ode Numbers.

The Noun Tables contain the information necessary to per-

form scale factoring of decimaI data in loading and display. There

is a Component Code Number, which tells the Decimal Display Verb

or the Decimal Monitor Verb how many component members belong

to the given Noun; a Scale b'actor Routine Code Number, which

indicates what Scale Factoring Routine shouht be used with this

Noun; and a Scale Factor Constant Code Number, which indicates

what scaling constant si_ould be applied for this Noun. Of course,

Mixed Nouns require a separate Scale Factor I{outine Code and a

separate Scale [Cactor Constant Code for" each component.

Component Code Number

00000

00001

00010

1 component

2 components (each single precision)

3 components (each single precision)

Scale [,'actor' Routine Code Number

00000

00001

00010

00011

00100

00101

Fractional

Degrees (XXX. XX)

Arithmetic Scale Factor

Arithmetic Double Precision (multiplies by 2

Arithmetic Double Precision

Y Optics Degrees

14
at end)
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Scale Factor Constant Code Number

00000

00001

00010

00011

Whole

Time in Seconds (XXX.XX)

Time in IIours (XXX. XX)

Degrees

Gyro Degrees

These Code Numbers, together with the machine addresses per-

tinent to each Noun, are combined in the Noun Tables: NNADTAB,

NNTYPTAB, and IDADDTAB (necessary for Mixed Nouns only).

IV. 2

IV. 3

Noun Table s- -Normal Nouns.

15 ii I0

+0, Not in use

-NZ, Specify Machine Address

-0, Increment Machine Address

15 11 10 6 5
NNTYPTAB I COMP #

I

Noun Tables- -Mixed Nouns.

1

l

1

IS" F" ROUT#1 S" F" CON # I

15 11 10 1

NNADTAB [ COMP # [ IDADDREL [

+0, Not in use
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NNTY I>TA i'_

3- component noun

15 II I0 6 5 l

] S. b'. CON3# iS. b'. CON2ff ] S. b'. (ION1/f '1

OF

'2- (:ompon(_nt noun

15 ii i0 6 5 1

V////I///I///A s. _-._:o___,'_._._'o_1# ,'

OF

]-component norm

15 11 10 6 5 1

_///A///////////A s. ,_,.co_t_ I

I 1)AI)I)TAB

15 11 10

3- component
15 11 10

S.F. llOUT2#]

1,11 [

],22
1

I

15 11 10

S. F. ROUT3#[ E 3

Oi'"

15 11 10

2- component
15 11 10

I_-_'._°_1

1

i

1

El ]

F. 2
1

I
OF

15 11 10 1

3- component
15 11 10 1

I S. F. ROUT2# I If2 I

15 11 10

[ S. F'. ROUT3# I

1

I
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AI_PHNI)]X V

lq{()Gt£AM tc[,OW ])IAG]{AMS

A _r'oup of pt'ogt'ctm flow diagr'ams for" the t,Lc3_boat'dand

l)isplay System l'rogt-am is given in Fig-ut'es V-L thcough V-21.
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J ABC iKeyrup_t n

,KEYBOARD I
__/// Uprupt

Telemetry

INPUT

CHARACTER

PROCESSING

Execute

Verb-Noun

NOUN TRANSLATION "
I

Display

Monitor

VERB EXECUTION

Load

Program
Call

I*

Extended

Verbs

Initialization

1

<

Numerical

+

Clear

Noun

NOUN

TABLES

NUMER I CAL

CHARACTER

DIS PLAY

ASSEMBLY

DECIB IN CONV

--Verb

Error Reset

Key Release

Enter

>

CONTROL

CHAR ROUTINES

INITIALIZATION

AND SEQUENCE
CONTROL

Enter Data Word

Address Loads

Data Loads

ADDRESSES

COMPONENT NOS

SCALE FACTORS

SCALE ROUTINES

DISPLAY

SUBROUTINES

INCLUDING
B IN/DEC CONV

DISPLAY PANEL

UPDATER

t
BtlFFER

l AGC
DISPLAY

PANEL

Fig. V-I Keyboard and display block diagram.
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MARK

l

(

CKEYRUPT

=1

q

PROCESS JMARK

RESUME )

)

PICKUP

TIME, ICDU,
OCDU COUNTERS

FOR MARK

=0

Keyrupt

STORE KEYCODE

FOR DOWN TEL

STORE KEYCODE

FOR CHAR IN

MAKE EXECUTIVE

REQUEST FOR

CHARIN

Fig. V-2 Keyboard flow diagram.
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UPRUPT )

PICK UP UPLINK

ZERO UPLINK

I TURN ON UPACT 1LIGHT

I TEST FOR

CORRECT UPLINK

CODE

OK

STORE KEY CODE
FOR DOWNTEL

STORE KEY CODE

FOR CHAR IN

MAKE EXECUTIVE

REQUEST FOR

CHARIN

( RESUME )

Fail

TURN ON

TM ALARM

( RESUME)

b'ig. V-3 Uprupt flow diag,'am.
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( OSPABC)---I

DSPAB

( _A )-H

BUF ' 14--cEcINOUNADD)_ I]I

I
BUF --'-- C [CINOUNADDI]

r

( DSPB )---"I BUF "---C [C(NOUNADDI+i] ]

( DSPC

DSPCOM 2

I

I b,,.

" v

BUF ---C [C(NOUNADD) + 2] I

D ISTEM 4-COMPON[NT INDEX

v

DS PCOM 3

i _ CtDI STEM)

DSPCOUNT"- RiDi IA"4-- BUF +i

Yes

I DISTEM--- DISTEM-]]

= @SPOCTW@

f
=L ENTEXIT ..)

Fig. V-5 Octal display verbs flow diagram.
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( DS POCTVVD
Word to be Displayed

Arrives In A

CYL -.-,- A

SAVE RETURN
ADD BIT ]4 TO DSPCOUNT

WDCNT-,,- 4

WDA GAIN

i CYCLE V_,ORDLEFT 3
AND MASK LOW 3 BITS

LOOK UP RELAY CODE:
AND DISPLAY

WDCNT _ WDCNT- 1

No Yes

DSPIN

DS PCOUNT-'---VD ]

(TO BLOCK NUMERICAL

CHARACTERS)

I RETURN

Fig. V-6 DSPOCTWD flow diagram.

)
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DSPIN ) i
[ SAVE RETURN ]

1
GET OLD 5 B IT RELAY
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Fig. V-7 DSPIN flow diagram.
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Fig. V-8 DSPOUT flow diagram.
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Fig. V-10 DSPDECWD £1ow diagram.
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Fig. V-If DP decimal display verb flow diagram.
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Fig. V-12b Monitor verbs flow diagram.
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Fig. V-12c Monitor verbs flow diagram.
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Fig. V-14 Request data routines £1ow diagram.
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Fig. V-15 NVSUB flow diagram.
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Fig. V-16 ENDIDLE flow diagram.
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Fig. V-17 RECALTST flow diagram.
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Fig. V-18 GRAB display flow diagrams.
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Fig. V-19 NVSUBUSY flow diagram.
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Fig. V-20 FREE display flow diagrams.
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